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Pastor Bryan Clark 
 
A couple of weeks ago Florida and Oklahoma played for the national championship in football.  
Most of you are probably aware Florida won that game.  So, over the last several weeks, that’s all 
the armchair quarterbacks have been talking about.  Some of them have been talking about why 
Florida won but it seems like more people are talking about why Oklahoma lost.  And they talk 
about scoring in the red zone, and they talk about defense, and they talk about offense and schemes 
and drills.  So I thought this morning you would probably be interested in my expert analysis. I’ve 
given it careful thought and I have concluded the reason Florida won is because they put more 
points on the board. 
 
Now you can talk about offense; you can talk about defense; you can talk about schemes; you can 
talk about all that stuff.  But at the end of the day it really isn’t more complicated than that, is it?  
Whoever puts more points on the board wins.   
 
If you were to analyze the mission of the church in such simplistic terms, what would it be?  What 
for us would be the equivalent of putting points on the board?  Answer:  a passion to reach lost 
people and to disciple them to become like Jesus.  The theme of our series through Corinthians is 
“Living like Christians”.  What does it mean to live like a Christian?  You can define that many 
different ways, but every single definition would have to include a passion to reach lost people and 
to disciple them to become like Jesus.  To put it bluntly, if that is not the passion of your Christian 
life, you are not living like a Christian.  It just isn’t possible to say I’m becoming like Jesus and not 
have a heart for lost people.  
 
I’ve told you before one of my highest values as a pastor, knowing that one day you will stand 
before God and give an account for your life, is to do everything in my power to try to encourage 
you to live in such a way that that would be a wonderful day for you.  We must understand “to put 
points on the board” is to have a passion for lost people and to disciple them to become like Jesus.  
There is no question that is the passion of Paul’s heart, in this middle section of Corinthians.   
 
In Chapter 8 he talked about his freedom, his liberty, but he reminded us that that freedom or that 
liberty is always subject to love.  Love always triumphs over liberty.  In Chapter 9 he said, “Yes we 
do have rights, but more than anything else we have the right to sacrifice for the sake of the 
Gospel.”  He went on in Chapter 9 to say it’s true by the power of Jesus we have been set free.  We 
are no longer slaves “of” men in order that we could become slaves “to” men that we could become 
slaves to people for the sake of the Gospel.  He went on in Chapter 9 to say we need to run in such a 
way that we will win, to live disciplined, focused lives.  Last week in Chapter 10 he reminded us 
that there is always a danger that we could use our freedom as an excuse to sin against God.  
There’s always a danger, within the realm of grace, to think somehow that means that God is okay 
with sin, or God is passive towards sin.  Paul is very clear that if we use our liberty as an excuse for 
sin, we will provoke the jealousy of God.  We’re going to start a fight that we can’t win.   
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Now in Chapter 10, verse 23, we move to the end of this section where he just kind of wraps up and 
summarizes where we’ve been.  If you have a Bible, I invite you to turn with us to 1 Corinthians, 
Chapter 10.  We’re going to summarize with Paul and then try to bring it to a very practical 
conclusion, as we think about some of these things.   
 
Chapter 10, Verse 23: 
 

“All things are lawful, but not all things are profitable.  All things are lawful, but not 
all things edify.   Let no one seek his own good, but that of his neighbor.”                
(*NASB 1 Corinthians 10:23-24) 

 
Jesus was once asked, “What is the greatest commandment?”  Jesus said the greatest commandment 
is, “...to love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, mind and strength and the second is like 
it, to love your neighbor as yourself.”  Paul is in essence just restating the words of Jesus.  We’ve 
seen this phrase before, “All things are lawful.”  We saw it in Chapter 6, verse 12.  It apparently 
was the excuse that the Corinthians were using for very immoral behavior.  Every time someone 
questioned them it was, “Hey, all things are lawful.  Anything goes under grace.” 
 
It is likely that Paul used that statement when he was among them.  But they have taken it out of 
context and simply are now using it as an excuse for whatever they choose to do.  And so Paul again 
is repeating, “Yes, all things are lawful, but all things are not profitable; all things are not edifying”, 
in other words they aren’t to the good of someone else.  This is very important to understand as we 
think about navigating our way through this culture as a Christian.  There are many things we have 
the freedom to do as believers.  The question is what is profitable.  What will cause us to become 
more like Jesus, and what causes others around us to become more like Jesus?  That is the guiding 
principle. 
 
One of the big dangers, one of many dangers of legalism, is legalism tends to get us in a completely 
wrong frame of mind.  Legalism basically takes us down a path where we want to know what 
behaviors are acceptable, what behaviors are unacceptable?  Could you define those for me?  So we 
can do this; we can’t do that.  We can go here; we can’t go there.  In essence, what happens in a 
legalistic system is we draw a line, and the line is basically what we can go up to and still be okay, 
without crossing over into worldliness.  So we try and figure out what the rules and regulations are.  
We’re asking the question, “Help me understand where that line is because I want to be able to go 
right up to the line, but I don’t want to cross over the line.”  And so we define all those things for 
people.   Okay you can go to movies that are rated this, but you can’t go to movies that are rated 
this.  You can wear this type of clothing, but not this type of clothing. You can listen to this type 
of music but not this kind of music.  And you can do this but not do that, and you can go here but 
not there.  And in all those discussions we’re asking one simple question:  “Tell me where the line 
is.”   
 
So we spend our Christian lives kind of trying to navigate the line. I want to go right up to it but I 
don’t want to go over it.  I would suggest to you that way of thinking, as it relates to the Christian 
life, is totally wrong.  It is totally off track.  That isn’t the question at all.  The question in every 
decision, in the most ordinary circumstances of life, is what decision in this circumstance will cause 
me to become more like Jesus.  The question is always what in my behavior will help those around 
me become more like Jesus.  In relatively short order the line should be so far behind us it is no 
longer even part of the discussion.  The issue is not how close can I get to the line without going 
over it; the question every day is, “How can I be more like Jesus?”   
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There are many “good” things that we may choose to give up in order to be about the “best” 
things...  for the sake of our own spiritual growth and for the sake of those around us.  So that needs 
to be the driving question.  “All things are lawful, but not all things are profitable.  All things 
are lawful, but not all things edify.”  So the driving principle is, “What will make me more like 
Jesus, and what will help those around me become more like Jesus?”  That is the guiding principle 
of our lives as Christians. 
 
Verse 25: 
 

“Eat anything that is sold in the meat market, without asking questions for conscience’ 
sake.  FOR THE EARTH IS THE LORD’S, AND ALL IT CONTAINS.  If one of the 
unbelievers invites you, and you want to go, eat anything that is set before you without 
asking questions for conscience’ sake.” (v. 25-27) 

 
Now one side note here: there are still those today who seek to push the dietary laws of the Old 
Testament.  This is a very helpful passage for that, and Paul is very clear, “Eat anything.”  It is the 
very same message that is given in the book of Acts.  Eat anything; the dietary laws are no longer in 
effect.  But his intent in this passage goes beyond that; it takes us back to the discussion we had in 
Chapter 8.  There were sacrifices made at the pagan temples; meat was brought down and sold in 
the marketplace.  And the question was is, “Is it okay to eat that meat?”  And Paul’s conclusion in 
Chapter 8 is that “It’s fine.”  Meat is neither good nor evil.  There is not a demon residing in a steak 
because it was offered at the temple.  It is morally neutral.  It’s fine.  So why is he emphasizing this 
idea of not asking questions?  The answer goes back to what he talks about in Chapters 8 and 9:  
“Don’t make issues out of things that don’t have to be issues.”  It is hard enough to share the Gospel 
in our culture without creating obstacles that don’t need to be there.  Don’t go to the market and 
represent Christianity as a list of rules and regulations and “do’s” and “don’ts,” full of negatives, 
because of the effect it has on our witness.  You can kind of imagine this scene would develop:  
You go to the marketplace and you want to know where that meat is from.  What temple was it 
offered at?  Was it offered in the day or the night?  Was it offered for this god or for this god?  And 
we have 20 questions and we are trying to sort it out among the Christian community: “You know 
this meat market is okay and this meat market is bad.  And buy this and don’t buy that.”  And you 
can see where this whole thing would go.   
 
We have plenty of examples of such behavior in our own culture.  What Paul is saying is, Don’t do 
that, for the sake of the Gospel; this meat is fine; it is not contaminated; don’t act that way.”  He 
goes on and makes it very practical.  An unbeliever comes to you and says, “Hey, how about 
coming over for supper?”  If you choose to accept the invitation, and certainly Paul would 
encourage you to do so, you don’t go in with your spiritual six guns loaded, seeking to point out 
everything about this unbeliever’s life that is wrong or offensive.  You don’t go in there with all 
your rules and regulations and create that type of environment.  I don’t expect unbelievers to live 
like a believer.  They don’t get it.  You go in seeking to develop a relationship.  You go in seeking 
to love them. Jesus was the model for this.   
 
It’s so interesting to think about the holy God of the universe and how holy He is and how offensive 
sin must be to Him.  But when you look at Jesus, when He became flesh and walked among us, look 
at how He conducted Himself, hanging out with prostitutes, sinners and tax collectors, not pointing 
out everything in their lives that was wrong but seeking to love them, and helping them to 
understand the heart of God which longed to save them from their sins.  That’s the same thing Paul 
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is talking about here.  When you go into their homes, don’t make a big production about the food 
and the meat and where did it come from and was it purchased from the temple, and on and on he 
goes.  That isn’t going to accomplish anything.  Don’t cast our Christianity in that type of a negative 
light.  But, he goes on to say: 
 

“But if anyone says to you, ‘This is meat sacrificed to idols’, then do not eat it for the 
sake of the one who informed you, and for conscience’ sake;  I mean not your own 
conscience, but the other man’s; for why is my freedom judged by another’s 
conscience?  If I partake with thankfulness, why am I slandered concerning that for 
which I give thanks?”  (v. 28-30) 

 
Now in the ancient world they didn’t dine as we would understand it.  Going into a home, it would 
be very hard to see who is there. They tended to dine much more publicly.  So maybe a fellow 
believer, a weaker brother as Paul defined them in Chapter 8, is walking by and he sees you in the 
home of an unbeliever, eating meat that he thinks was offered at the temple.  And he says, “Hey 
what are you doing?  You can’t eat that.”  What do you do?  I mean that is going to be a very 
awkward situation.  How do you manage that?  We are going back to Chapter 8. This is a review:  
You must be responsive to the conscience of the weaker brother.  We cannot simply ignore that.  Is 
it okay to eat that meat?  Yes it is.  But Paul told us in Chapter 8 there were those new Christians 
who had been so engaged in the temple in pagan worship and pagan immorality and all that went 
with that, that they were still separating from that, and they were very sensitive to things that 
connected them back to that environment, such as meat that may have possibly been part of the 
sacrifice there.  For the sake of that weaker brother who is being tempted to violate his conscience 
and go back into that lifestyle, it would be best to abstain, for the sake of conscience.  But he is 
quick to say that is not Paul’s conscience.  He is not saying there was anything wrong with what he 
was doing, but he must abstain for the sake of a weaker brother who is still struggling through an 
issue.   
 
Now we also talked about this in Chapter 8.  We referred to what we sometimes call “professional 
weaker brothers.”  These are simply legalists in disguise. They are always trying to impose their 
legalism on everyone else.  Are you subject to that?  The answer is, “No.”  It’s talking very 
specifically about someone who is a young, immature believer who is being tempted back into a 
lifestyle that can be destructive.  Are we responsible for that young believer?  The answer is, “Yes,” 
and we need to respond accordingly and that is what Paul says here.  But he told us in Chapter 8, 
and he’s telling us again here, there is always a danger that the legalist will say, “See I told you that 
was wrong.”  That is what he means by being “slandered”.  They are saying, “See I told you that 
was wrong; you should’ve known that.”   
 
So Paul is quick to say, “Hey it isn’t my conscience that is violated.  There is nothing wrong with 
that behavior.  It just simply happened that there was a weaker brother and you have to respond to it 
accordingly.” But the logical question does come up.  “Why would I give up my freedom because 
of someone else’s weakness?  It doesn’t quite seem fair.”  Answer: 
 

“Whether, then, you eat or drink or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God.  Give 
no offense either to Jews or to Greeks or to the church of God; just as I also please all 
men in all things, but not seeking my own profit, but the profit of many, so that they 
may be saved.”   (v. 31-33) 
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As a Christian it is very important to understand the purpose of our liberty, the purpose of our 
freedom, is not to do our own thing but it is to bring God glory.  So we make those decisions that 
are most profitable for ourselves, most profitable for those around us.  That is the guiding principle 
of our freedom.  So what he is saying here is that ultimately we live to enhance God’s reputation.  
We live to rightly represent God and that guides our freedom in the decisions we make.  What is the 
greatest commandment?  “To love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, mind and strength...” 
to bring Him glory.  The second is “to love your neighbor as yourself,”...to think of others as more 
important than myself.  It is the same thing that Paul is saying here.   
 
He goes on to say that he has worked really hard not to create an offense with the Jews, not to create 
an offense with the Greeks, not to create an offense within the church.  If the Corinthians would 
have understood what Paul is saying here, their church would not have been in chaos.  But because 
they are seeking to use their liberty for selfish reasons, the church is in chaos and Paul is trying to 
navigate through the problems.  Paul is not saying here that he is a “people pleaser” in the sense that 
we define the term.  What we mean by a people pleaser is someone, out of his or her insecurities, 
tries to get everybody to like me...because I am a very insecure person.  That is a people pleaser as 
we define it in our culture.  That is not what he is saying here.  What he is saying is that he’s been 
very thoughtful; he’s been very prayerful.  He’s been very strategic in trying not to offend people 
unnecessarily for the sake of the Gospel...at the end of the day in order to reach as many people as 
possible.  What does it mean to live like a Christian?  It means to use my liberty and my freedom 
and my rights as a Christian ultimately for God’s glory, ultimately to make me more like Jesus and 
to cause others around me to become more like Jesus, and ultimately to do what I need to do to 
reach lost people around me, and to not offend them unnecessarily.   
 
So as we think about that, of course our issue isn’t meat offered to idols.  So let’s think about what 
it means for us.  One of the challenges we put out a year ago is this idea of “Each One Reach One.”  
Over the course of a year, you would prayerfully consider one person that God would have you to 
build a relationship with for the purpose of introducing them to Jesus, bringing them in to be 
discipled; to become more like Jesus.  2008 is gone.  You can assess for yourself how you did.  For 
some of you it didn’t even show up on the radar.  You went through 2008, 100 miles an hour and 
you really gave it little thought.  You have to understand that is not living like a Christian.  So 2009 
needs to be better...needs to be more thoughtful, needs to be more prayerful, needs to be more 
intentional.  But let’s think about what Paul is saying as it relates to us.  The whole point Paul has 
been trying to make is that he has been working very hard not to offend people unnecessarily, not to 
create obstacles where they don’t need to be obstacles, for the greater good of the Gospel.   
 
So what would that look like for us?  I think one of the places to start is to think about your unique 
position, your unique circle of influence, your unique role.  For example, for me as a pastor, I have 
to think through the ramifications of that.  In every relationship I have with an unbeliever, my 
clergy baggage comes with me; it’s just part of the deal.  I don’t have normal neighbors.  When I 
meet unbelievers and they find I’m a pastor, there is a whole bunch of baggage that comes with that.  
Now there are advantages to that and there are disadvantages to that.  I have to think through how 
do I maximize the advantages for God’s glory, and how do I kind of navigate my way through the 
disadvantages.  How do I break some of those obstacles down so I can have real relationships with 
unbelievers?  Now my issues would be different than your issues, because you are not a pastor.  But 
you need to think about you as a business owner, you as a boss, you as an employee, you as a 
teacher, you as a coach, you as a neighbor, or you as a member of the family.  Everybody’s got 
unique circumstances and you need to think those through.  What is the best way to respond, given 
this role that I’m in, given these circumstances in order to not create obstacles that don’t need to be 
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there?  So it’s good to think those things through.   I would suggest you find somebody in a similar 
role, kind of compare notes...how have they managed this situation, some of the questions or 
concerns that I have.   
 
The second thing to think about is this issue of legalism.  I think sometimes we fail to realize how 
devastating legalism is to the mission to reach lost people.  When we are seeking to reach lost 
people, what we are in essence saying is, “Wouldn’t you like to be like me?”  So we need to think 
about what I am portraying...what it means to be a Christ follower.  When I was in high school, I 
couldn’t go to movies, couldn’t go to live theatre, couldn’t go to the dances, couldn’t play cards, 
couldn’t listen to certain kinds of music, and couldn’t wear certain types of clothing.  That made it 
very awkward as a 16-year-old: “Wouldn’t you like to be like me?”  You’re seen as kind of a freak, 
and, in their mind, that is kind of what it seems like; to be a Christ follower is really weird.  And 
that makes it a very hard situation.  The portrayal of Christianity through the life of a legalist is that 
Christianity is basically rules and it’s regulations and it’s a checklist, and you can’t do all these 
things.  And maybe you can do these things, but by and large it is defined by what we are against. It 
is very negative and it is very judgmental and it is very critical.   It is very hard to turn around and 
then say, “But wouldn’t you like to be like me?”   
 
So it is very important to present Christianity as it is.  It’s “New Life” in business; it’s this 
unexplainable joy and hope and peace in the midst of the chaos of the culture.  It’s something that’s 
real and it’s alive, and it’s authentic and it’s something that is very compelling to people who are 
searching for meaning in life.  We have to present it as that, and to present it that way we have to be 
that way.  So you need to be very mindful with the people around you. How are you representing 
Christianity to them?  Be very careful in the school or in the marketplace that the Christians don’t 
have a little club where they gather in the break room and talk about everybody else, and talk about 
everything that disgusts them and irritates them.  I mean the unbelieving crowd hears that and they 
know that it’s not compelling. It’s not inviting at all.  So you have to be very careful to think about 
how are we presenting what it means to be a Christ follower to a lost world?   
 
I think we also need to think about this world of politics.  Some of you are thinking, “Here he goes 
again.”  But if I was going to put right at the top of my list what I am concerned about that is 
ruining our witness across the country, as the church of Jesus Christ, it would be this world of 
politics.  We need to be very wise and understand right now we are in a very divided climate.  
Politically people on both sides of the aisle literally hate one another and this is creating a very hard 
climate.  I would suggest to you that I’m not convinced it is even possible for our national leaders 
right now to make decisions in the best interest of the country because they are so politically 
energized.  We can’t do much about that. The danger is that that energy makes it way into the 
marketplace, into the neighborhoods, into the schools.  People feed on talk radio, and they feed on 
these television shows, and they get all worked into a lather.  And it doesn’t take much of a spark to 
set it loose.  All of a sudden people in the workplace and people in the neighborhoods, they pick 
sides and they get to the place where they genuinely distrust one another, and are disgusted by one 
another, and even hate one another...all on the basis of politics.  We may, at the end of the day, feel 
like we really accomplished something because we took our stand.  But what did we accomplish if 
we isolated ourselves from the very people Jesus is calling us to love and reach.  We cannot 
compromise the mission to reach lost people on the altar of politics.  We just simply cannot do that.   
 
Another one to think about that is a little bit more “out of the box”; I just kind of want to stretch our 
thinking a little bit this morning.  One of those would be this issue of wellness or being physically 
fit.  Our culture is really into this...and, for the most part, in it for all the wrong reasons.  It’s really 
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about how you look, and you are more valuable, and you are more attractive; and that’s the 
motivation. There is merit to the fact that we should be wise stewards of what God has given us in 
order to maximize.  I think we should seek to be healthy; I think we should exercise.  I think we 
should be aware of what we eat.  We should seek to be healthy people; it’s just good stewardship.  
But more than that, it’s a good witness.  When you travel around the world, one of the things you 
hear consistently is that people around the world think that Americans are fat and it disgusts them.  
It would significantly affect your ability to be a missionary in many different countries.  It’s also 
true here.  If we lead kind of a reckless, unhealthy, undisciplined lifestyle, for a lot of people they 
will shut us down before they hear a word we say...because they don’t respect us.  That’s just part of 
the value of the culture.  So, for the sake of our own health, but also for the sake of the message, it’s 
good to think about these things and not create unnecessary obstacles. But it’s a two sided coin.  
Because of the value system of the culture, anyone who doesn’t fit that perfect profile that you see 
on the commercials is devalued.  They are immediately devalued because they don’t look a certain 
way.  And so the culture calls them names, and the culture devalues them.  When those people look 
in the mirror, they see it.  They don’t like it either.  And there’s this sense of devaluing, and their 
self-esteem goes in the tanker.  And it’s very hard for these people to make their way through a very 
fitness-conscious culture.  It’s very easy for us as Christians to kind of get on our high horse over 
this wellness thing and we become just another devaluing voice.  I think we ourselves should be 
conscious of our own health and be disciplined but we need to be the voice of kindness.  We need to 
be the voice of compassion.  We need to be the voice that says, “I know that culture devalues you 
because of how you look, but I want you to know I don’t see you that way.  What matters to God is 
your heart and that is what matters to me.”  Just imagine the impact we could have, that if in the 
midst of that devaluing, we are the voice of love, and we are the voice of compassion, and we are 
the voice of care and we’re the voice of those that actually look beyond the external to what really 
matters to God.  
 
One other thing to think about:  There are people here this morning that look like they are the 
picture of health.  They don’t think about what they eat; they haven’t exercised a day in their life;- 
God just made them that way.  There are other people here today who are very aware of what they 
eat; they are very diligent to exercise; they are very disciplined people, but they don’t look like the 
profile.  God just didn’t give them a body like that.  Some people have physiological reasons.  We 
need to be very careful we are not judging something when we have no idea what’s really going on.  
I think that’s a point where we can give some thought to what would help us not create obstacles 
where there don’t need to be obstacles. 
 
Another one that is “outside the box”, but I think it’s good to think about.  It’s this whole idea of the 
environment. It’s all of a sudden now a big deal...going green, and everybody talks about it.  I think 
it’s a legitimate issue.  I think because of the culture in which we live, people are becoming much 
more environmentally aware.  If we are totally unaware of that, if we are abusive to the 
environment, if we ignore that, I think it harms our witness.   I think as a church we need to do a 
better job of stewarding the environment.  I think we collectively could do better and we are trying 
to do that.  I think it is right to be good stewards of what God has given us.  I think there are a lot of 
legitimate points.  There is a lot of information and a lot of misinformation out there but, at the end 
of the day, we should be good stewards of the environment.  I think that’s right but, secondly, that 
too is a two-sided coin.  People can get on a crusade related to the environment, to the extent that 
they are very judgmental of others who don’t see it the same way, who aren’t necessarily doing the 
same things they are doing. We create an obstacle to reaching the very people that Jesus has called 
us to reach.  We would say we are very frustrated with the people who say, “Save the whales; abort 
the children.”  That value system is so bizarre I can hardly process it...Save the whales; abort the 
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children.  But we can be like that if we get on such a crusade over the environment that we are 
saying, “Save the aluminum can; damn the people.”  We need to understand that an aluminum can 
or a rain forest is not more valuable than a human soul.  There are so many ways that we can get 
distracted, where we can get misled. We become misguided and we fail to realize that, at the end of 
the day, “ points on the board” is a passion for lost people, seeking to reach them and disciple them 
to become like Jesus.  And like Paul, we have to be thoughtful; we have to be prayerful.  We have 
to really be diligent to think through the possible obstacles.  How can I do this better?  How can I 
maybe give up some of my liberties and my freedoms and my rights for the sake of the Gospel in 
order to be more effective in this arena where God has called me to be more effective, with this 
group of people that God has brought into my life?   
 
As I mentioned before, 2008 is gone; 2009 is here.  You can’t go back and redo ’08 but it’s a good 
time to think about, “Okay, am I going to get serious about that and what does that mean?  What 
does that mean for me?”  You cannot define the Christian life apart from a passion to reach lost 
people.  When I was growing up I understood that what it meant to be a good Christian is: you go 
on Sunday morning; you go on Sunday night; if you are really good, you go on Wednesday night.  
You give your money and you probably serve somewhere; you run a program.  Do you realize you 
can do all those things and still miss it by a mile?  At the end of the day “points on the board” is: a 
passion for lost people, discipling them to become like Jesus.  What does that look like in your 
world, where God has given you influence for the opportunities you have?  If we truly believe in the 
amazing grace of God, that has set us free from the chains that held us in bondage, how could we 
not be passionate about sharing that news with people around us that are still in bondage and 
despair?  May it be so! 
 

Father, we are thankful this morning for the wonder of grace...amazing grace... that has 
set us free, by the shed blood of Jesus on the cross.  Lord, my prayer would be that every 
single one of us, as believers, would rightly present the Gospel where you have placed us: 
in the marketplace, in the schools, in our neighborhoods, in our families.  That we would 
rightly represent the joy and the peace in the life you have given us; Lord, that we would 
be thoughtful and strategic, be aware of possible obstacles, unnecessary obstacles.  Lord, 
more than anything else, that we would be passionate, as you were passionate, about lost 
people, that they too would come to know the Savior who gave His life for them.  Lord, it is 
in Jesus’ name we pray Amen. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scripture taken from the NEW AMERICAN STANDARD BIBLE 
Copyright 1960, 1962, 1963, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1987, 1988, 

The Lockman Foundation. Used by permission 
Lincoln Berean Church, 6400 S. 70th, Lincoln, NE 68516 (402) 483-6512 

Copyright 2009 – Bryan Clark. All rights reserved.  
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January 17/18, 2009      Study Questions 
Living Like Christians 

Seeking the Salvation of Many 
1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1 

Pastor Bryan Clark 
 
 
Opening Discussion 
 

1. What defines a “good Christian”? 
 
 
 

2. The end goal of a football team is to score more points than the other team to win.  How 
would you define the end goal of your Christian life?  Can you be a “good Christian” 
without focusing on that goal? 

 
 
 
3. What are the differences between a spectator and a player?  In the Christian world, who 

would be the spectators and who would be the players? 
 
 
 

 
Bible Study 
 

1. Review 1 Corinthians 8:1-10:22.  What have you learned in this section? 
 
 
 
 

2. Read 1 Corinthians 10:23-30.  “All things are lawful” (6:12) is likely something Paul said at 
one time that was being used by the Corinthians to excuse selfish behavior.  According to 
Paul the standard is not what is lawful but what is profitable and what edifies.  What does this 
mean?  What is the difference between seeing how close you can get to the line of what’s 
right and wrong without crossing that line versus living for that which is most pleasing to 
God and beneficial to others? 
 
 
 
 

3. What is the point Paul is trying to make in 10:25-30?  Why would asking a bunch of 
questions about the meat be both unwise and unnecessary?  How might this apply in your 
world today?  Imagine an unbelieving coworker or neighbor invites you over for supper.  
How might Paul’s words help you navigate your way through the evening? 
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4. What is Paul’s motive according to 10:31-33?  Paul’s summary would be he seeks to live in 
such a way as to avoid unnecessary offense to the religious crowd, secular crowd and fellow 
Christians.  Why?   
 
 
 
 
 

5. Jesus was once asked what the greatest commandment is.  He replied it is to love God with 
all our hearts and the second is like it, to love our neighbors as ourselves.  How do you find 
this restated in this Corinthian text? 
 

 
 
 
Application 
 

1. Bryan listed several topics that could be potential issues that create unnecessary barriers 
with both believers and unbelievers.  Have you experienced times when these issues created 
unnecessary offense to someone you were trying to reach? 

a. Politics 
b. Religion 
c. Wellness (or lack of it) 
d. Environmental issues 
e. Legalism 

 
 
 
 

2. What other issues might you add to this list? 
 
 
 
 

3. According to Paul what does it mean in practical terms to love God and to love your 
neighbor? 
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